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Session on
Generative AI by student team of Techneeds

On November 8, 2023, the Gen AI event unfolded at the prestigious IGDTUW Auditorium,
serving as a nexus of knowledge exchange and collaboration. Hosted by Techneeds and
orchestrated in partnership with Microsoft Azure, Reskill, and Quine, this event proved to be
a resounding success. The collaborative effort seamlessly blended academia and industry,
creating a conducive environment for participants to delve into the transformative impact of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its far-reaching implications. The event commenced at 11 am,
providing a platform for attendees to explore the boundless potential of AI.

Expert speakers Roopal M, Sarthak Jain, and Shubham Sakti took the stage, sharing profound
insights on critical topics, including Git, GitHub, and Quine. The discussions led by
Techneeds covered the pivotal role of AI in shaping the future, offering participants a
comprehensive understanding of its applications and implications in contemporary scenarios.
The discourse emphasized not only theoretical knowledge but also practical insights, ensuring
that attendees gained a nuanced perspective on the practical applications of AI technologies.

A noteworthy aspect of the Gen AI event was the networking opportunities it afforded
participants. The interaction between academia and industry professionals created a dynamic
space for fruitful discussions, knowledge sharing, and potential collaborations. This
interconnectedness enriched the learning experience, allowing participants to engage with
experts, peers, and like-minded individuals passionate about the field of AI.

In conclusion, the Gen AI event, hosted by Techneeds, exemplified the successful
collaboration between academia and industry, seamlessly blending education and interaction.
The collective expertise of the speakers, coupled with the event's emphasis on practical
insights and networking opportunities, ensured a valuable and enriching experience for all
participants. The triumph of the Gen AI event collectively reinforces the significance of
advancing AI knowledge collaboratively, underscoring the importance of such initiatives in
fostering innovation, education, and networking within the ever-evolving realm of artificial
intelligence.
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